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Cards on the table - revolutionary products launch!
We are super excited to share with you how we kicked off first quarter of 2022: new
product features, business cases and events. Enjoy your coffee break and reach
out to learn more!

Book a Meeting

New Products Launches

NEW Profitable Mix to help FMCGs and Retailers to take 

the right Mix decisions from sku to market level.

Learn more

Our new Module provides a high level of understanding of your strategy and position on the
market. The Module is focusing on general market analysis (value, volume sales, value/volume
share, changes on different level of market aggregates). Insights on a global level on Mix from
aggregated data.

NEW Daily Online Data Unified (pure players, C&C, drive 

etc.) to build on & offline pricing corridors for FMCGs 

and Retailers.

Watch webinar

During our last webinar, we demonstrated how the data collection, cleansing, and unification
between offline and online sources could be enhanced with artificial intelligence. Our new
Digital Module harmonizes product master data within internal and external databases.

If you want to learn more how to reduce the efforts with the
unification and merging of online (e-commerce) and POS
data send an email to ecomtrial@revenue.ai to get our TRIAL
PACKAGE offer.

NEW Intelligent Assistant 24/7 available for traders to
access the commodity pricing and act. Meet Zeta!

Watch demo video

Zeta acts as a virtual intelligent assistant designed to further enhance your experience by
simplifying the consolidation of rich data. She saves traders’ time and allows them focus on
more qualified tasks with its cutting-edge technology!

Meet Zeta

Watch on-demand Events & Webinars
CDAO, UK Conference. London, March 2022

eynote Presentation: How Can a
Centralised Analytics Platform &
Strategy Enable Future-Proof Pricing?
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One of the great use cases is what we have achieved in
close collaboration with our partner Louis Dreyfus
Company, through a centralized analytics platform.

Meet Pinar Dolen, CDO of LDC and our CEO, Istvan Czilik
who revealed the secrets of the topic on CDAO Conference
in London.




Watch now

Interview and Articles

When Supply Chain Management Meets Revenue Growth Management
Rather than relying on a fixed decision, AI can provide smart ongoing predictions to create more
growth opportunities. Our CTO Pawel Dadura recently spoke to our friends at KNIME about how
manufacturers can benefit from AI solutions in supply change management. Read more in the
interview.
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ow can we help?

If you are looking for creating your own business
case for growth through AI driven data strategy
and implementation, contact our team of experts!

Book a Meeting
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